Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Allopolyploidy, or genome hybridization, is an evolutionary event that involves merging of two or more distinct genomes into the same organism. Such expansion of gene repertoire relaxes evolutionary constraints on homeologous genes---or groups of gene copies derived from different parents---in the descendent species, and facilitates the emergence of new gene functions and expression regulations^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^. As a result, genome hybridization is an important force that gives rise to species with novel phenotypes and capabilities, which have become essential in agriculture, food industry, and biotechnology. Nonetheless, merging distinct genomes also brings together genes with incompatible regulatory networks and protein products^[@CR4],[@CR5]^. This phenomenon, often called genome shock or transcriptome shock, induces complex reprogramming of gene expression that distinguishes inter-species genome hybridization from other, less disruptive types of polyploidization processes^[@CR2],[@CR6],[@CR7]^.

To date, the evolutionary mechanisms that shaped homeolog expression in a wide range of naturally occurring and synthetic eukaryotic hybrids, including plants^[@CR8]--[@CR12]^, fish^[@CR13]^, and fungi^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^, have been characterized. These studies also revealed that post-hybridization transcriptional regulation of homeolog expression varies markedly across different hybrid species. While some hybrids exhibited strong genome-wide or tissue-specific biases toward particular homeologs or parental genomes^[@CR6],[@CR17]^, others underwent rather conservative evolution with reduction in expression divergence among homeologs^[@CR15]^. A key question is to what extent are transcriptional expression reprogramming driven by factors such as the degree of parental divergence and the timing of hybridization event---in other words, how history repeats itself when it comes to the evolution of inter-species hybrids. Although some striking similarities in homeolog expression pattern were found between eukaryotic hybrids as distant as fungi and plants^[@CR15]^, others have shown that genetic background contributed heavily to the evolutionary outcomes in individual lineages^[@CR10],[@CR11],[@CR18]^. The ability to distinguish between universal and lineage-specific consequences of post-hybridization genome evolution is thus essential for gaining further insights into this important evolutionary phenomenon.

Recently, we discovered two recent and independent genome hybridization events in the genus *Trichosporon* of Basidiomycota fungi, and sequenced the genomes of the two diploid, asexually reproducing hybrids, *Trichosporon coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides*, and their close relatives^[@CR19],[@CR20]^. This revealed that *T*. *coremiiforme* descended from two closely related parental species with 7% amino acid sequence divergence, while *T*. *ovoides* descended from more distant parental species with 17% divergence. Both hybrids retain more than 70% of homeolog pairs and are likely still in the early stage of post-hybridization evolution. Our prior study also suggested that the difference in parental divergence was enough to induce subgenomic dominance in *T*. *ovoides*, resulting in twice as many gene losses from one of its subgenome compared to the other, but not in *T*. *coremiiforme*. Therefore, these species constitute a key platform for investigating not only the mechanisms responsible for genome stabilization but also the reproducibility of such processes in closely related lineages.

In this study, we performed RNA sequencing to compare the transcriptome profiles and characterized general patterns in homeolog expression levels and evolutionary rates. On one hand, we consistently observed increased sequence conservation and low expression divergence after genome hybridization among evolutionarily conserved and highly expressed duplicated homeologs, as well as a lack of concerted evolution at sequence level and expression level. On the other hand, opposite transcriptional stoichiometry preservation mechanisms in the two hybrids are also revealed. Our findings illustrate that genome and transcriptome stabilizations are distinct evolutionary processes in young polyploids and that closely related hybrids may follow similar evolutionary paths in some respects but at the same time adopt completely different mechanisms in the others.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Transcriptome profiling of hybrid *Trichosporon* fungi {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------

Using RNA sequencing, we were able to measure the expression levels of more than 94% of the predicted genes in five *Trichosporon* species---the hybrid *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides*, and the non-hybrid *T*. *asahii*, *T*. *faecale*, and *T*. *inkin*---under log-phase and stationary-phase growth conditions (see the "Materials and methods" section). The reproducibility is high across replicates and transcripts belonging to homeologs from different subgenomes of a hybrid species could be distinguished (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The assignment of homeologs to subgenomes A and B in *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides* were performed using a combination of conserved gene order structure, phylogenetic reconstruction, and amino acid sequence similarity as detailed in our prior study (see ref. ^[@CR19]^ and also section "Materials and methods"). Overall, 5130 and 5083 genes were assigned to subgenomes A and B of *T*. *coremiiforme*, and 4862 and 4386 genes were assigned to subgenomes A and B of *T*. *ovoides*, respectively. *T*. *coremiiforme*'s subgenomes contain similar number of single-copy genes (444 and 397 genes, respectively), while subgenome A of *T*. *ovoides* contains almost two times the number of single-copy genes than subgenome B does (959 and 483 genes, respectively). Then, we evaluated the correlations of transcript expressions between homeologs of each hybrid species and their orthologs in non-hybrid relatives. In concordance with previous findings based on genomic data^[@CR19],[@CR20]^, transcript expression data here also show that *T*. *asahii* and *T*. *inkin* are the closest relatives to both of *T*. *coremiiforme*'s subgenomes and both of *T*. *ovoides*'s subgenomes, respectively (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Therefore, we selected *T*. *asahii* as the reference non-hybrid for *T*. *coremiiforme* and selected *T*. *inkin* for *T*. *ovoides*.Fig. 1Rapid convergences of transcriptional regulation of homeologous genes following genome hybridization. Expression levels from log-phase growth condition are shown. **a** Phylogenetic relationship between *Trichosporon* species analyzed. Spearman rank correlation coefficients for pairwise comparisons of expression levels between orthologs and homeologs from different *Trichosporon* genome and subgenomes are indicated. Only gene ortholog groups that are present in all species involved (*T*. *asahii*, *T*. *faecale*, and *T*. *coremiiforme* for the top table and *T*. *inkin* and *T*. *ovoides* for the bottom table) were included in the calculations. **b** Scatter plot comparing expression levels in log10 fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) between *T*. *asahii* and *T*. *faecale* orthologs. Dashed lines indicate the *x* = *y* diagonal. **c** Similar scatter plots for the comparisons of expression levels between *T*. *coremiiforme*'s subgenomes and *T*. *asahii*. Data points corresponding to two-copy and single-copy homeolog groups in *T*. *coremiiforme* are distinguished by blue and red markers, respectively. **d** Similar scatter plots for the comparisons of expression levels between *T*. *ovoides*'s subgenomes and *T*. *inkin*. **e** Boxplots comparing subgenome-specific expression levels in *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides*. Wilcoxon signed-rank test *p*-values for the paired comparisons of expression levels among two-copy homeologs and Mann--Whitney *U-*test *p*-values for the comparisons among single-copy genes are indicated. Blue boxes indicate the 25th--75th percentile ranges. Red bars indicate the medians. Black whiskers indicate the approximated 0.35th--99.65th percentile ranges. Red cross markers indicate individual data points lying outside the 0.35th--99.65th percentile ranges. Number of genes in each group is indicated

Gene expression convergence between hybrid subgenomes {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------

The extent of gene expression correlation across genomes and subgenomes closely follows phylogenetic relationship between *Trichosporon* species, with higher correlation between more closely related genomes and subgenomes (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We also observed significantly higher expression correlations between subgenomes within a hybrid species compared to those across closely related species (Fig. [1a--d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This trend is particularly striking for *T*. *ovoides*, whose subgenome A is evolutionarily closer to *T*. *inkin*'s genome than to its subgenome B counterpart (10.0% and 16.7% median amino acid sequence divergence, respectively). Expression levels of homeologs from subgenome A of *T*. *ovoides* are more correlated with expression levels of *T*. *inkin*'s orthologs than those of subgenome B do, as expected. However, the two subgenomes of *T*. *ovoides* exhibit much stronger correlation with each other (Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Given the degree of evolutionary divergence between parental species of *T*. *ovoides* (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which resulted in high gene loss rates predominantly from one of its subgenomes^[@CR19]^, the high correlation of inter-subgenome transcript expression suggests that either transcriptional regulations on the two subgenomes converged rapidly or the rate of homeolog expression divergence slowed down after genome hybridization event.

We further investigated the mechanisms behind highly correlated transcriptional activity across hybrid subgenomes by characterizing the presence of transcription factor genes and their corresponding binding sites in *Trichosporon*. Using the well-annotated *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* as reference, we were able to identify orthologs of 18 known transcription factors, namely ARG81, ARO80, ASG1, CHA4, GAL4, HAP3, KAR4, MBP1, NHP6A/NHP6B, PIP2, PPR1, PUT3, RDS2, SKN7, SPT15, STB5, TEA1, and UGA3, in *Trichosporon* species (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The majority of these transcription factors remain duplicated in *T*. *coremiiforme* while 8 out of 18 have become single-copy in *T*. *ovoides*. Then, we searched for binding sites of these transcription factors in the 1 kb upstream regions from the predicted start codon of all two-copy homeolog pairs in both hybrids (see the "Materials and methods" section). This revealed significant sharing of common transcription factor-binding sites between homeologous genes that likely contributed to their concerted transcriptional activities (Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, hypergeometric test *p*-value \< 1.05e−3 for all transcription factors). Similar enrichments were observed within 300-bp upstream regions.

Next, to look for signs of subgenomic dominance which often manifest in the form of large-scale transcriptional activity bias toward homeologs from specific subgenomes, we compared homeolog expression levels between subgenomes A and B in *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides* using paired tests for two-copy homeolog pairs and unpaired tests for single-copy genes. Homeologs from the two subgenomes of *T*. *coremiiforme* exhibit similar expression levels (Fig. [1e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), in good agreement with prior observation of balanced gene loss from the two subgenomes^[@CR19]^. In contrast, even though transcriptional activities in *T*. *ovoides* are significantly higher on subgenome B (Fig. [1e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), many more gene losses (959 out of 1442 genes lost) including ribosomal protein coding genes (10 out of 13 genes lost)^[@CR19]^ and transcription factors (7 out of 8 genes lost, Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) also occurred on this subgenome. In light of these conflicting evidences of subgenomic dominance in *T*. *ovoides*, because gene expression may be further moderated at many stages beyond transcription^[@CR14]^ whereas the effect of gene deletion is permanent, we believe that subgenome A, which had lost much fewer genes, is the dominant subgenome of *T*. *ovoides* and that the higher transcriptional activity of subgenome B is rather due to stronger inherited cis-regulatory elements from its parent. Gene functional enrichment analyses of homeolog groups that are more transcriptionally active on subgenome B did not reveal any significant term (see the "Materials and methods" section).

There were small numbers of two-copy homeolog pairs (32 in *T*. *coremiiforme* and 25 in *T*. *ovoides*), where both gene copies remain in their respective subgenomes, but one gene copy appeared to be transcriptionally silent (i.e., could not be detected via RNA sequencing). However, this was likely due to the detection limit because the remaining gene copies in these homeolog groups tend to have very low-expression levels (\<1 FPKM). We also identified a 370 kb region in *T*. *coremiiforme*'s scaffold 7, where transcriptional activities are distinctively suppressed (Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). However, functional enrichment analysis of 138 two-copy homeolog pairs located in this region did not reveal any significant enrichment.

Lack of concerted evolution of gene sequence and expression {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the interaction between sequence evolution and transcriptional evolution, we calculated the divergence in sequence evolutionary rate, defined as the ratio of nonsynonymous substitution rate (d*N*) to synonymous substitution rate (d*S*), or d*N*/d*S*, and divergence in expression level for each homeologous gene pair. Divergences were calculated as the ratio of subgenome A over subgenome B and normalized to remove intrinsic biases that might be inherited from parental species or those that might result from unequal gene loss's effects on the evolution and expression of remaining genes. Furthermore, we employed a statistical test to control for large divergences in evolutionary rate that might arise from extremely small values of d*N* or d*S* (see the "Materials and methods" section), which revealed that many of the observed large divergences in evolutionary rate are in fact not statistically significant (Fig. [2a, d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, black data points with high absolute d*N*/d*S* divergences). Overall, there was neither significant correlation between the two divergence measures in either species nor significant overlap between the sets of homeologs with divergent evolutionary rate and those with divergent expression level (Fig. [2a, c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Supplementary Data [1](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and [2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, Spearman rank correlations between the two divergence measures range from −0.1220 to 0.0241, hypergeometric test *p*-values for the overlap range from 0.0041 to 0.3978). The lack of concerted evolution of gene sequence and expression, such as reduction in evolutionary rate of the homeolog copy with higher expression level, supports the hypothesis that these *Trichosporon* hybrids are still in the early stage of post-hybridization evolution.Fig. 2Lack of concerted evolution at sequence and expression level among two-copy homeolog groups. **a** Scatter plot comparing divergence in evolutionary rate (d*N*/d*S* ratio) and divergence in expression level for two-copy homeolog pairs in *T*. *coremiiforme*. Divergences were calculated as the ratios of subgenome A homeolog's over subgenome B homeolog's. Black x markers display the data for all two-copy homeolog pairs. Blue and magenta circles indicate homeolog pairs with significant divergence in only evolutionary rate or only expression level, respectively (adjusted *p*-value ≤ 0.01 and fold-difference ≥ 3, see the "Materials and methods" section). Red asterisks indicate homeolog groups with significant divergence in both evolutionary rate and expression level and the number of these homeolog groups are indicated in each quadrant. Expression levels from log-phase growth condition are shown. **b** Box plots showing log-phase expression level of two-copy homeolog pairs in *T*. *coremiiforme* with divergent evolutionary rates or decelerated evolutionary rates compared to *T*. *asahii*'s orthologs (see the "Materials and methods" section). Mann--Whitney *U*-test *p*-value for the comparison between homeolog pairs with decelerated evolutionary rates and those without is indicated at the top. The numbers of homeolog pairs belonging to each class are indicated next to the corresponding box plot. Blue boxes designate the 25th--75th percentile ranges. Red bars indicate the medians. Black whiskers designate the approximated 0.35th--99.65th percentile ranges. Red cross markers indicate individual data points lying outside the 0.35th--99.65th percentile ranges. **c** and **d** Similar plots for *T*. *ovoides*--*T*. *inkin* comparison

Our prior study has shown that the deceleration of evolutionary rate (defined as the situation where d*N*/d*S* ratios of homeologs in a hybrid species are significantly lower than d*N*/d*S* ratio of their ortholog in the non-hybrid reference) is widespread in *Trichosporon* hybrids and is likely part of evolutionary mechanisms to preserve gene integrity and stabilize hybrid genome^[@CR19]^. Here, we found that deceleration of evolutionary rate also occurred on homeolog pairs with significantly higher expression levels compared to others, especially in *T*. *coremiiforme* (Fig. [2b, d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In comparison, homeolog pairs with divergent evolutionary rates are not strongly enriched for genes with high or low expression levels. Divergence of expression level, on the other hand, occurred on homeolog pairs with significantly lower expression levels and higher mutation and evolutionary rates compared to others (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Interestingly, the sets of homeolog pairs with divergent expression levels in the two hybrid species significantly overlap and are enriched for transmembrane transporters (Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Two modes of stoichiometric maintenance driven by divergence {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------------

A major evolutionary response in hybrid genomes is the reestablishment of gene expression stoichiometry among homeologs that were differently regulated in the parental species and homeologs whose protein products are incompatible with each other. To investigate this phenomenon, we inferred protein--protein interactions between *Trichosporon* genes using *S. cerevisiae*'s interactome as reference (see the "Materials and methods" section). Overall, 9957 interactions could be mapped to *T*. *coremiiforme* and 10,969 interactions could be mapped to *T*. *ovoides*. Out of these interactions, 2181 and 3109 occur between homeolog groups with different gene copy numbers (i.e., interaction involving a single-copy gene and a two-copy homeolog pair) in *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides*, respectively (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Data [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and [4](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). To measure the extent of stoichiometry preservation across *Trichosporon* species, transcript expression stoichiometry between homeolog groups that form protein--protein interaction partners in each hybrid species were compared to the corresponding transcript expression stoichiometry between orthologs in non-hybrid relatives (namely, *T*. *asahii* for *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *inkin* for *T*. *ovoides*). For each protein--protein interaction, we further calculated the ratio between transcript stoichiometry in a hybrid species and the stoichiometry in the non-hybrid reference (stoichiometry ratio in Fig. [3b--e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed that the transcriptional stoichiometry between protein--protein interaction partners are mostly conserved (Fig. [3b, d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The high variance of *T*. *coremiiforme*-to-*T*. *asahii* stoichiometry ratio for protein--protein interactions involving two single-copy genes is likely due to low number of such cases (Fig. [3a, b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Two modes of transcriptional stoichiometry maintenance following genome hybridization. Expression levels from log-phase growth condition are shown. **a** Schematic of a protein--protein interaction network in hybrid species. Large circle represents a homeolog group with inner circles representing subgenome-specific homeologs. Dashed outline for inner circle indicates gene loss and solid color indicates presence. Green is used when both homeologs are present. Orange or blue is used when only subgenome A or subgenome B homeolog is present, respectively. The numbers of interactions in each category (two-copy to two-copy, two-copy to single-copy, and single-copy to single-copy) are listed. **b** Box plots comparing the conservation of interaction stoichiometry across *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *asahii*. From left to right, the data for (i) interactions between two-copy homeologs, (ii) interactions between two-copy homeologs but considering only the transcript level of subgenome A homeologs, (iii) same as (ii) but considering only the transcript level of subgenome B homeologs, and (iv) interactions between single-copy homeologs are shown. Symbols at the bottom indicate the different sets of interactions considered in each box plot. Gray circles indicate homeologs that are present but were excluded from stoichiometry calculation in order to highlight subgenome specificity. Expression levels from log-phase growth condition are shown. Vertical labels indicate the type of stoichiometry under consideration (Total = stoichiometry involving all homeolog copies, Subgenome = stoichiometry involving only homeolog copies belonging to the same subgenome). Blue boxes designate the 25th--75th percentile ranges. Red bars indicate the medians. Black whiskers designate the approximated 0.35th--99.65th percentile ranges. Red cross markers indicate individual data points lying outside the 0.35th--99.65th percentile ranges. **c** Boxplots comparing the conservation of stoichiometry across *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *asahii* for interactions between a two-copy homeolog group and a single-copy homeolog. **d** and **e** Similar box plots for *T*. *ovoides*--*T*. *inkin* comparisons. **f** Scatter plot showing the relationship between the conservation of stoichiometry across *T*. *ovoides* and *T*. *inkin* for protein--protein interactions involving a two-copy homeolog pair and a single-copy gene and the amino acid sequence identity between the homeolog copies within the two-copy group. Red trend line indicates the running median

Unexpectedly, for transcript stoichiometry of protein--protein interactions that involve homeolog groups with different gene copy numbers (i.e., those involving one single-copy gene and one two-copy homeolog pair), the two hybrids exhibited different patterns. In *T*. *coremiiforme*, transcript expression level of the single-copy interaction partner is in stoichiometric balance (compared to stoichiometry in *T*. *asahii*) with the total expression level of the two-copy interaction partner instead of being in stoichiometric balance with the expression level of just one gene copy of the two-copy interaction partner that is located on the same subgenome (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, such conservation of transcriptional stoichiometry based on total expression levels of homeologs from both subgenomes is absent in *T*. *ovoides* (Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Here, the expression level of the single-copy interaction partner in *T*. *ovoides* is in stoichiometric balance (compared to stoichiometry in *T*. *inkin*) with the expression level of only one gene copy of its interaction partners that is located on the same subgenome. A possible explanation is that conservation of transcriptional stoichiometry is driven by the degree of compatibility between the single-copy gene and the two copies of the homeolog pair it forms protein--protein interaction with. In other words, if the protein coded by the single-copy gene can interact with only one of the two species of proteins coded by its two-copy interaction partner, then the interaction stoichiometry would not involve the expression level of the incompatible gene copy. However, we did not observe any difference in stoichiometry conservation among interactions involving homeolog pairs with various degrees of sequence conservation (Fig. [3f](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

In the context of protein--protein interaction network, gene losses in *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides* also displayed different preferences. Among interactions between a single-copy gene and a two-copy homeolog pair in *T*. *coremiiforme*, the single-copy gene tended to be more highly expressed (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Data [5](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, 1522 out of 2181 such interactions). For this comparison, the expression levels of orthologs of *T*. *coremiiforme*'s genes in *T*. *asahii* was used instead of the expression levels in *T*. *coremiiforme* in order to avoid evolutionary impacts of genome hybridization on gene expression. In *T*. *ovoides*, we found that protein--protein interaction subnetworks surrounding single-copy genes on subgenome A were significantly more densely connected than subnetworks surrounding single-copy genes on subgenome B (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Mann--Whitney *U*-test *p*-value = 0.0057, 1.32 folds difference in median clustering coefficient).

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Here, we characterized evolutionary consequences of genome hybridizations on gene transcript expression in two closely related natural hybrids, *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides*, of Basidiomycota fungi. Comparative transcriptome profiling via RNA sequencing revealed shared conservative patterns in the transcript expression, reinforcing the notion that genome stabilization is a key evolutionary force in recently hybridized species. High correlation of homeolog transcript expression (Fig. [1c, d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), especially that across *T*. *ovoides*' evolutionarily distant subgenomes, indicates swift reconciliation of parental transcriptional regulatory networks^[@CR15]^. Deceleration of evolutionary rates, which would protect the sequence and functional integrity of genes, was found to act on highly expressed homeologs (Fig. [2b, e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), in good agreement with prior studies of polyploidization^[@CR21]--[@CR23]^. Although significant enrichment of transmembrane transporters among homeolog pairs with divergent transcript expression (Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) may reflect an adaptation mechanism against shifts in surface-to-volume equilibrium due to the enlarged genome^[@CR24]^, these transporters did not seem to correspond to specific molecule or ion types that could indicate the underlying mechanisms (Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

The conservation of transcriptional stoichiometry between a two-copy and a single-copy protein--protein interaction partners in *T*. *coremiiforme* agrees well with the dosage subfunctionalization model^[@CR25]^, which proposed that once the expression level of one homeolog became high enough, the lower expressed homeolog could be lost with minimal selective pressure, as well as prior observations in other polyploids that achieving dosage balance is a major evolutionary concern^[@CR26],[@CR27]^. It is also notable that in the context of *T*. *coremiiforme*'s protein--protein interaction network, homeolog groups that have lost a gene tended to be more highly expressed than their interaction partners (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This may be because a reduction in molar concentration of protein interaction partner that are more highly expressed results in less total amount of unbounded proteins than the same percentage reduction in concentration of the interaction partner with lower expression^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Even though protein--protein interaction stoichiometry is ultimately regulated at protein level and changes at transcript level can be offset by changes in translational regulation^[@CR14]^, our results show evidence of strong regulatory responses to stoichiometric alteration at transcript level^[@CR30],[@CR31]^.

Characterization of *T*. *ovoides* genome has shown that subgenome A lost significantly less genes than subgenome B did and therefore is likely to be the dominant subgenome^[@CR19]^. This discrepancy in the amount gene losses may also underlie the systematic differences in evolution and expression between the two subgenomes of *T*. *ovoides* that were illustrated in this study. Preferential retention of homeologs from subgenome A in dense regions of the protein--protein interaction network (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) also supports this conclusion. However, contrary to prior findings in other hybrids that the dominant subgenomes would also be more highly expressed^[@CR32],[@CR33]^, subgenome A of *T*. *ovoides* has significantly lower expression level than subgenome B does (Fig. [1e](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, while *T*. *ovoides* exhibits considerable degree of global gene expression convergence (Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the subgenome-specific pattern of local protein--protein interaction stoichiometry clearly highlights incompatibility between the two subgenomes (Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Our observation that the sequence similarity between subgenome A and subgenome B homeolog copies has no impact on stoichiometry conservation (Fig. [3f](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that the causes of these incompatibilities are likely not at the protein functional level but rather at regulatory level. More details on gene regulatory networks, epigenetics, and protein functions would be required to unravel the mystery of post-hybridization evolution in *Trichosporon* hybrids beyond sequence-level and dosage-level constraints^[@CR11],[@CR15],[@CR27]^.

Materials and methods {#Sec8}
=====================

Genome sequencing and annotation {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

Sequencing of genomic DNA of *T*. *asahii* JCM 2466, *T*. *coremiiforme* JCM 2938, *T*. *ovoides* JCM 9940, *T*. *faecale* JCM 2941, and *T*. *inkin* JCM 9195 strains was previously performed^[@CR19]^. Raw reads and assembled genome sequences are available at GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ under accession PRJDB3696 for *T*. *asahii*, PRJDB3698 for *T*. *faecale*, PRJDB3697 for *T*. *coremiiforme*, PRJDB3701 for *T*. *inkin*, and PRJDB3702 for *T*. *ovoides*. Protein-coding genes were also previously predicted using GeneMark-ES version 2^[@CR34]^. Briefly, the hidden Markov model for GeneMark-ES was trained using previously published *T*. *asahii* CBS 2479's genome sequence^[@CR35]^ and using default parameters. Genes that translate to \<100 amino acids in length were discarded. The numbers of predicted genes for non-hybrid species ranged from 6733 in *T*. *inkin* to 7797 in *T*. *asahii* and 7804 in *T*. *faecale*. The number of predicted genes for hybrid species are 12,877 for *T*. *ovoides* and 13,398 for *T*. *coremiiforme*.

Ortholog group and subgenome assignments {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

Orthologous gene clustering and subgenome assignment for *Trichosporon* genomes were performed exactly as previously described^[@CR19]^, with the only difference being that our own draft genome sequence for *T*. *asahii* strain JCM 2466 was used instead of the sequence for strain CBS 2479. Gene ortholog relationships across *Trichosporon* genomes were determined using inParanoid version 4.1^[@CR36]^ and MultiParanoid^[@CR37]^. Ortholog groups that contained more than one gene in a non-hybrid genome (*T*. *asahii*, *T*. *faecale*, and *T*. *inkin*) or more than two genes in a hybrid genome (*T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides*) were removed from further analyses in order to prevent the complication of distinguishing between in-paralogs and out-paralogs. At this step, 7509 out of 7857 ortholog groups identified by MultiParanoid were retained.

Gene Order Browser^[@CR38]^ was then used to identify conserved syntenic regions across genomes. Genes in the hybrid genomes (*T*. *coremiiforme* or *T*. *ovoides*) were assigned to either subgenome A or B based on a combination of syntenic structures, sequence identities, and phylogenies exactly as previously described^[@CR19]^. For *T*. *coremiiforme*, because its homeologs are almost equally similar to their ortholog in *T*. *asahii* (median difference in sequence identity to *T*. *asahii* = 1.3% at nucleotide level), we assigned its genes to subgenomes according to the consensus assignment at the scaffold level. Synteny structures supported by at least 10 homeologous gene pairs were used to separate *T*. *coremiiforme* scaffolds into two subgenome tracks. RAxML version 8.2.11^[@CR39]^ was then used to determine the most likely phylogeny and place *T*. *coremiiforme* subgenome tracks as A or B according to their evolutionary distances from *T*. *asahii* in the resulting phylogenetic trees. The general time-reversible coupled with rate heterogeneity among sites (-m GTRGAMMA) model was used and bootstrap count was set at 1000 (-\# 1000). For *T*. *ovoides*, the difference in evolutionary distances between its two parental genomes from *T*. *inkin* is large enough that each gene in a homeologous pair could be assigned to subgenome A or B based on the difference in sequence identity levels to their common ortholog in *T*. *inkin*. Single-copy genes in *T*. *ovoides* were then assigned to subgenomes based on the consensus assignment of 20 nearby homeologous gene pairs. It should be noted that genes that do not belong to a synteny structure and are not located near other genes could not be assigned to a subgenome and were removed from further analyses (1161 genes from *T*. *coremiiforme* and 735 genes from *T*. *ovoides*).

RNA sequencing and alignment {#Sec11}
----------------------------

RNA samples were extracted from each species under both the log-phase and the stationary-phase growth conditions. Briefly, cells grown in YM broth medium (BD-Difco) at 30 °C were harvested after 17--18 h (OD = 0.7--1.0, except *T*. *ovoides*) and 90--91 h incubation for log-phase and stationary-phase samples, respectively. The optical density at 660 nm were monitored with the shaking incubator (TVS 126MA; Advantec Toyo). Samples of *T*. *ovoides* were harvested at the same time with other samples, since their optical density could not be determined due to cell aggregation. RNA was extracted using a combination of Sepasol reagent (Nacalai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, Japan) with glass bead disruption and RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Transcript libraries were prepared from 1 μg total RNA using TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, USA) according to the kit's protocol. Sequencings were performed on Illumina HiSeq 2500 on a high output run mode to generate 100-base paired-end reads. Sequencing yields range from 25M to 30M read pairs per sample, with quality scores (Illumina *Q* scores) consistently above 35.23. Two biological replicates were collected and subjected to sequencing in each case.

Paired-end reads were aligned to assembled genomes (see the section "Genome sequencing and annotation") using MapSplice version 2.1.8^[@CR40]^ and subsequently processed using Cufflinks version 2.2.1^[@CR41]^ with default parameters. We followed the protocol and specific Cufflinks commands as detailed in ref. ^[@CR41]^. Kallisto version 0.43.0^[@CR42]^ was also used in parallel to Cufflinks to evaluate the reproducibility of detected transcripts. The bias correction option in Kallisto (--bias) was enabled. Transcript abundances from Cufflinks in fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) were log-transformed and averaged across replicates. Overall, we could detect transcripts corresponding to more than 94% of the predicted genes in each species. Furthermore, transcript abundances are highly consistent across replicate samples and across analysis software (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). When comparing transcript abundances between genes on different subgenomes, we found that genes that could not be assigned to a subgenome exhibit unusually high transcript abundances. This suggested that the copy numbers of these genes might be underestimated, possibly due to misassembly. Therefore, we decided to remove these genes from further consideration.

To identify homeolog pairs in hybrid species whose transcript expression significantly diverged, we used DESeq2 in R version 3.5.2^[@CR43]^ to process raw read count data. Wald test with adjusted *p*-value cutoff of 0.01 and a fold difference threshold of three-fold was applied. It should be noted that DESeq2 automatically normalizes data across samples as part of its pipeline.

Evolutionary rate calculations {#Sec12}
------------------------------

Phylogenetic relationship between *Trichosporon* genomes and subgenomes (for the cases of hybrids) had been previously elucidated^[@CR19],[@CR20]^ (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The codeml module of PAML version 4.9^[@CR44]^ was then used to estimate the synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates (d*S* and d*N*) for genes in each ortholog group according to this known phylogeny. The free-ratio model which allow d*N*/d*S* to vary across branches was used (model = 1, NSsites = 0). Codon frequency model F3X4 was selected (CodonFreq = 2). The molecular clock model was disabled (clock = 0). The phylogenetic tree estimated by RAxML from concatenated alignment of all ortholog groups was input as the initial tree. MUSCLE version 3.8.31^[@CR45]^ was used to align amino acid sequences and the resulting alignments were mapped to nucleotide sequences to create codon-level multiple sequence alignments. The d*N*/d*S* ratio along the phylogenetic branch directly leading to each gene was taken as that gene's evolutionary rate. To filter out ortholog groups with saturated substitutions, groups containing genes with estimated d*S* or d*N* of 2 or larger were removed from further consideration (32 groups from *T*. *asahii*--*T*. *faecale*--*T*. *coremiiforme* comparison and 560 groups from *T*. *inkin*--*T*. *ovoides* comparison). Homeologs with decelerated evolutionary rates in *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides* were defined as those with at least three-fold lower evolutionary rates compared to their respective non-hybrid orthologs.

To identify homeologous groups in a hybrid species in which the evolutionary rates of subgenome A and subgenome B gene copies have significantly diverged, we calculate the *p*-value under the null hypothesis that both homeolog have the same evolutionary rate via the following approximation. For a pair of homeologs with *N* nonsynonymous sites, *S* synonymous sites, d*N*~1~ and d*N*~2~ observed nonsynonymous substitution rates, d*S*~1~ and d*S*~2~ observed synonymous substitution rates, and a common evolutionary rate *ω*, we model the number of observed nonsynonymous substitutions *N* d*N*~*i*~ as coming from a binomial distribution *B*(*N*, d*S*~*i*~*ω*). Because *N* are generally large, *B*(*N*, d*S*~*i*~*ω*) can be approximated by a normal distribution with mean *NdS*~*i*~*ω* and variance *N*dS~i~*ω*(1 -- dS~i~*ω*). Hence, the observed evolutionary rates d*N*~*i*~/d*S*~*i*~ follows the normal distribution with mean *ω* and variance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{{\omega (1-{\mathrm{d}}S_1\omega )}}{{N\,{\mathrm{d}}S_1}} + \frac{{\omega (1-{\mathrm{d}}S_2\omega )}}{{N\,{\mathrm{d}}S_2}}$$\end{document}$. Finally, as the d*N* and d*S* were independently estimated for each homeolog group, we applied a Benjamini--Hochberg procedure on the *p*-values to control the false discovery rate at 1% for identifying significant divergence in evolution rates. To account for intrinsic difference in evolutionary rates between the two subgenomes of *T*. *ovoides* that might be inherited from the parental species, prior to performing the *p*-value calculation described above, we normalize the evolutionary rates on one subgenome by a constant factor so that the median of subgenome A-to-subgenome B evolutionary rate ratio is one. Finally, a three-fold threshold was also applied to select for homeolog groups with statistically significant evolutionary rate divergences that also exhibit at least three-fold difference in evolutionary rates between subgenome A and subgenome B gene copies.

Protein--protein interaction and stoichiometry analyses {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------------------

To infer protein--protein interactions in *Trichosporon*, *T*. *asahii* and *T*. *inkin* genes were mapped to their orthologs in *S. cerevisiae* using inParanoid. Only gene ortholog groups that are present in all three species were retained. An *S*. *cerevisiae* protein--protein interaction dataset was downloaded from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (<https://downloads.yeastgenome.org/curation/literature/interaction_data.tab>)^[@CR46]^. Self-loops and duplicated interactions were removed. Overall, 14,686 interactions between *Trichosporon* genes were inferred. *T*. *coremiiforme* contains 9957 of these interactions and *T*. *ovoides* contains 10,969 interactions. In hybrid *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides* whose genes may exist as single-copy or as a part of homeologous pairs, each protein--protein interaction was further classified based on the status of its interaction partners (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, ortholog group's statuses are two-copy, single-copy on subgenome A, or single-copy on subgenome B). The NetworkAnalyzer module of Cytoscape version 3.6.1^[@CR47]^ was used to calculate the clustering coefficient for each protein on the original *S*. *cerevisiae* interaction network.

The stoichiometry of each protein--protein interaction is defined as the ratio of transcript abundances (in FPKM units) between the two interaction partners. In case of an interaction between a homeologous gene pair and a single-copy gene, we calculated both the total stoichiometry, which combines the total abundances across homeologous genes, and the subgenome-specific stoichiometry, which considers only the homeologs that belong to the same subgenome. For example, given an interaction between a homeologous gene pair whose subgenome A and B homeologs are expressed at 10 FPKM and 20 FPKM, respectively, and a single-copy gene located on subgenome A whose expression level is 5 FPKM, then the total stoichiometry would be 30-to-5, or 6, and the subgenome-specific stoichiometry would be 10-to-5, or 2, respectively. To test whether protein--protein interaction stoichiometry was conserved following genome hybridization, we computed the stoichiometry ratio between the observed stoichiometry of a hybrid species and that of its non-hybrid relative.

Gene functional annotation and enrichment analyses {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------

Each gene ortholog group was annotated with Pfam via a web service^[@CR48]^, and gene ontology (GO) via BLASTP^[@CR49]^ against *S. cerevisiae* gene functional annotation (downloaded from UniprotKB). *E*-value cutoffs were set at 1e−5 in all cases. Amino acid sequences of 7797*T*. *asahii* orthologs were used as queries, and 5122 of them were annotated. For each gene group of interest, the enrichment of functional annotations was evaluated using a series of hypergeometric tests on each Pfam and GO term, followed by Bonferroni corrections of the resulting *p*-values. The significance thresholds for the adjusted *p*-value were set at 0.05 in all cases. We also removed annotation terms that correspond to fewer than 10 genes or more than 500 genes as they may be too specific or too broad, respectively. For the in-depth characterization of 10 two-copy homeologs with significant divergent expression level in both *T*. *coremiiforme* and *T*. *ovoides* that were annotated as transmembrane transports (Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), their amino acid sequences were searched against non-redundant (nr) protein database using BLASTP to obtain more details on their functions. For the analysis of *T*. *ovoides* homeolog groups that are more transcriptionally active on subgenome B, we applied either a 1-fold or a 2-fold threshold to the subgenome B-to-subgenome A expression ratio to select such homeolog groups and performed separate functional enrichment analyses. In both cases, there was no significant enrichment.

Transcription factor annotation and analysis {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------

Known transcription factors in *S*. *cerevisiae* were retrieved from YEASTRACT database^[@CR50]^ and mapped to *Trichosporon* genes using gene ortholog mapping described in the above sections. This revealed that orthologs of 18 transcription factors are present in *Trichosporon* species (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We then searched for the binding sites of these transcription factors in the 1 kb upstream region from the start codon of all two-copy homeolog pairs (4686 in *T*. *coremiiforme* and 3903 in *T*. *ovoides*) using the matrix-scan function of RSAT^[@CR51]^. Because our RNA-seq data indicated that the distance between transcription start site and start codon is generally short, the choice of 1 kb should sufficiently cover the majority of upstream binding sites. Background nucleotide frequency model for RSAT was estimated from the input sequences using a second-order Markov model. *p*-Value cutoff was set at 1e−4. Binding motifs were selected from the 2018 JASPAR core nonredundant fungi dataset curated by RSAT. Both strands of input sequences were subjected to the searches.

Statistics and reproducibility {#Sec16}
------------------------------

Transcriptome profiles were highly reproducible across two biological replicates for all samples. Part of the evaluation of reproducibility can be found in Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Also, our analyses found consistent results and conclusions for transcriptome data from both log and stationary growth phases. Statistical analyses were performed on R or MATLAB. Paired tests were used for comparing homeologous genes and unpaired tests were used otherwise.

Reporting summary {#Sec17}
-----------------

Further information on research design is available in the [Nature Research Reporting Summary](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} linked to this article.
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